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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At the end of October 2013 ten opinion leaders from the US and Great Britain – experts
from the fields of media (CNBC, Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, Reuters Breakingviews),
think tanks (Oxford Economics, European Council on Foreign Relations) and academia
(Munk School of Global Affairs) – had the opportunity to learn more about Austria
beyond the traditional clichés.
They visited a country which benefits from its geographic location close to Germany,
Europe’s strongest economy as well as its close relations to Central and Eastern Europe.
A country with a balanced and crisis-resilient economic structure whose macroeconomic
indicators place it among the top performers within Europe; and also a country with
exceptionally successful companies which are frequently global leaders.

“I wanted to extend my heartfelt thanks and congratulations for organizing such a truly
informative group of meetings. I was able to very efficiently get up to speed on the high-level
issues surrounding the Austrian economy and some of its key companies, and get a very strong
sense of Vienna’s incredible importance as a financial center for the emerging markets of
central and southern Eastern Europe.”
Rob Cox, Editor, Reuters Breakingviews
The emerging markets of Central and Eastern Europe are at Austria’s doorstep. In total,
some 16,000 Austrian companies – especially Austrian banks – took advantage of the
market opportunities created with the fall of the Iron Curtain and expanded their
business activities into Central and Eastern Europe. Raiffeisen Bank International AG is
one of the leading banking groups in Austria as well as in Central and Eastern Europe.
The main theme of the meeting with RBI CEO Herbert Sevelda and former CEO (and
current senior advisor) Herbert Stepic were the close ties of Austria with the CEE
countries.
A meeting with OMV CEO Gerhard Roiss took
place at OMV headquarters. OMV which is the
largest company in Austria has been listed on the
Vienna Stock Exchange since the end of the
1980s. Ever since, the company has pursued a
successful strategy of expansion: Sales revenues
have increased six fold since 1990. Thanks to the
focus on the earnings drivers of the company,
earnings rose over the same period by 22 times.
Welcome dinner at Uniqa
At the Hofburg, the former imperial palace,
young entrepreneurs gathered at the Pioneers Festival to present their ideas, meet new
contacts and raise funding. The Pioneers Festival is a visible sign of an increasingly vivid
start-up scene in Austria.

Before the illustrious backdrop of the Hofburg, representatives of the Austrian Ministry of
Finance presented key economic indicators. Austria’s economic data is robust, and not
only considering the persistent economic difficulties in the euro area. A long-year
comparison of growth rates shows that Austria still has a considerable lead after the sharp
drop in 2008/09: on the average of the past ten years, real economic growth surpassed the
level of the euro area by 0.7 percent per year. Austria’s resilient economic structure helped
it navigate the crisis in the difficult year 2008 better than the European average.
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The focus of discussion at Oesterreichische Nationalbank was on the situation of
Austria’s banks and their exposures in CEE countries. OeNB President Claus J. Raidl
presided over a presentation by the central bank’s Chief Economist, Doris RitzbergerGrünwald, who explained the situation of the banking sector: Austrian banks, contrary
to some perceptions, do not have a greater foreign exposure than British, Dutch, French
or Spanish banks; their assets are well diversified and are increasingly being regionally
funded. On the whole, the banking business in Eastern and Southeast Europe is a key
success factor for Austrian banks.

“I really enjoyed the programme, very impressive in all respects – not least as an eye-opener
on Austria even though I was already aware.”
Dick Oosting, CEO, European Council on Foreign Relations
Many traditional Austrian enterprises have succeeded in becoming world leaders in
their business areas over the past two to three decades. Stefan Schantl outlined the
success story of the Andritz Group. An IPO and capital increases a decade ago laid a
solid financial foundation that enabled Andritz to pursue its growth strategy. Since its
secondary offering in 2003, Andritz has achieved an annual growth rate of 17 percent.
Andritz is one of the Austrian companies
mentioned in the book “Hidden Champions”
written by the German management consultant and
professor of economics Herman Simon.
AT&S is a company that emerged from several
state-owned printed circuit board manufacturers
sold to a consortium of private bidder in mid1990. The new owners quickly recognized that
they could not compete with European
production costs on the printed circuit board
CFO Andreas Bogner presents Uniqa
market. CEO Andreas Gerstenmayer and Chief
Strategist Martin Theyer explained how AT&S became a technology leader in the highend market. High quality printed circuit board technology is especially crucial in the
area of mobile devices – and this is where AT&S sought market share. Apart from its
locations in Austria, AT&S has production sites in China, Korea and India.

“Congratulations on a very well hosted trip which I found fascinating and
useful on many levels.”
Rana Sarkar, National Director, High Growth Markets, KPMG Canada and
Senior Fellow & Co-Chairman of the Board for the Munk School of Global Affairs,
University of Toronto
voestalpine CEO Wolfgang Eder and Franz Kainersdorfer, Head of the Metal Engineering
Division made the company’s strategy clear: voestalpine relies on innovation, technology
and quality – but no longer necessarily on steel alone. voestalpine’s R&D activities also
explore the development of new materials, corrosion primers and processing
technologies as well as new methods to combine steel with other materials. voestalpine
is aiming for global leadership in its core business area or at the least a ranking among
the top three. To achieve this, the company will have to supplement sales revenues still
earned mainly in Europe by shifting the focus to markets outside of Europe.
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THE EVENTS OF THE STUDY TRIP
The short articles on the presentations at the individual events serve to give an
impression but by no means the entire scope of the discussions that took place. We
have selected the highlights of the event – and viewed together these paint an overall
picture of the opportunities and challenges facing Austria and its companies in the 21st
century.
RBI: CEE remains a growth region
Raiffeisen Bank International AG (RBI) is one of the leading banking groups in Austria as
well as in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). The main theme discussed at the meeting
with RBI CEO Herbert Sevelda and the former CEO (and current Senior Advisor) Herbert
Stepic was the close relationship Austria has with the CEE countries.

“The fact that Austria is located at the junction between the established economies of Western
Europe and the emerging markets of Central and Eastern Europe is a special advantage.
We benefit from a unique combination of security and growth.”
Herbert Stepic, Senior Advisor to the Board
Austria has an emerging market on its doorstep, with around 350 million inhabitants,
including Russia but without the Asian successor states of the Soviet Union and without
Turkey; if the populations of these countries were included, the total figure would be
almost 500 million people.
Central and Eastern Europe growth rates are lower than in other emerging regions, but
start from a much higher level of prosperity in comparison (as measured by GDP per
capita) than in Brazil, China or India for example. Therefore, there is substantial demand
from which Austria and Austrian companies benefit due to the geographic and historic
relations.
At the same time, Austrian companies take advantage of the still considerable disparity
that exists between wage levels and from the excellent educational standards in the
CEE region to optimize their own value chain. In total, some 16,000 Austrian companies
took advantage of market opportunities created with the fall of the Iron Curtain and
expanded their business activities to East Europe.
No other country in Western Europe has benefited as much from the end of a divided
Europe than Austria. It is estimated that the additional growth generated in Austria was
around 0.5 to 1.0 percentage points in the past two decades. Austria also profited from
the rapid recovery in the CEE countries in the aftermath of the crisis over more recent
years. Economic growth in CEE countries has significantly surpassed that of Western
Europe (albeit with certain regional differences) and will continue to do so in the coming
years according to general consensus.
Raiffeisen Bank International AG is in an excellent position to observe the development
of the region: For 25 years, it has been doing business in CEE countries and is one of the
five largest market participants in twelve countries.
Although RBI CEO Karl Sevelda refers to the entire CEE region as “our home market”, the
market is still viewed by its individual countries and the RBI acts accordingly: the focus
of business activities going forward will be on Russia, Poland, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Romania.
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Considering the overall improved risk position, the selective expansion of business
activities and strict cost management, the goal is to obtain a return on equity of around
15 percent already over the medium term.

OMV: Size and success combined
The meeting with OMV CEO Gerhard Roiss took place high above the rooftops of Vienna at
OMV’s headquarters: A striking image for OMV which is Austria’s largest company.
In Austria’s self-perception, it is especially small and medium-sized businesses that have
a high standing. Extensive studies conducted in the past years have shown that one of
the central secrets to the success of Austria’s economy is the smoothly functioning
interaction between companies of different sizes. A study shows that 100 leading
Austrian international enterprises are supported by some 100,000 small and mediumsized enterprises. Especially promising is collaboration in the areas of research,
technology and innovation enterprises. For companies like OMV, this means it is
embedded in a high performance environment that permits it to focus on its own
strengths.
OMV has been listed on the Vienna Stock
Exchange since the end of the 1980s. Sales
revenues have increased six fold since 1990 and
earnings were increased 22 times. Major
expansion measures included the acquisition of
the Romanian oil and gas group Petrom. CEO
Gerhard Roiss shared an interesting data point
that OMV managed to rationalise headcount at
Petrom, a former state-owned company, by
more than two thirds without a single strike day.
Post- Petrom, OMV today has a “home market” of
200 million people. This market covers a region
that runs from Germany, Central and Southeast
Europe to Turkey.
Gerhard Roiss explained the company’s “unique
focus on the upstream areas”. Today, OMV
produces 300,000 barrels per day. By 2016,
production will increase by around one third. The
geographic focus will cover the expanse from the
North Sea to North Africa and from the traditional
fields in Austria to the newly acquired files in the
Black Sea and the Caspian region.



Participant test-driving the OMV’s
hydrogen-fuelled car
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Pioneers Festival: New ideas in historic rooms
At the Hofburg, the former imperial palace, young entrepreneurs gathered at the Pioneers
Festival to showcase concepts, meet new contacts and raise funding.
Around 2,500 visitors from all over the world
gathered at the Pioneers Festival 2013, which has
become an established institution in Austria. The
Festival (and the related Investor’s Day) has been
held for the past three years.
The Pioneers Festival not only inspires
entrepreneurship, but also addresses the
willingness of private investors to invest in startups. Despite a limited venture capital sector in
Austria young enterprises have been able to
achieve considerable success due to the relatively
generous subsidy schemes for new enterprises.
The Festival is a clear indicator of the increasing
popularity of start-ups in Austria. According to
figures published by the Austrian Chamber of
Commerce, there are 114 new companies
founded every day in Austria – twice the number
of 15 years ago. Conditions for start-ups have
improved considerably in in the past years, and
events like the Pioneers Festival contribute to the
steady growth of the start-up scene.
The Festival also showed that the share of female
Visiting the start-up conference
founders is growing steadily and is now over 40
„Pioneers Festival“ at the Hofburg
percent in Austria. Of particularly note is the
“survival rate” of new businesses in Austria;
according to the Chamber of Commerce, the country has one of highest rates in all of
Europe. After five years, approximately 70 percent of all newly founded businesses in
are still operational, while the average for other countries is around 50 percent.

Federal Ministry of Finance: Solid macroeconomic indictors
In the surroundings of the Hofburg, representatives of the Austrian Ministry of Finance,
Wolfgang Nolz and Christine Kowald, presented economic key indicators for the country.
Austria’s economic data is robust, and not only against the backdrop of continued
economic difficulties in the euro area.
Austria’s resilient economic structure helped it to navigate the financial better than the
European average. A long-year comparison of growth rates shows that Austria still has
a considerable lead after the sharp drop in 2008/09: on the average of the past ten
years, real economic growth surpassed the level of the euro area by 0.7 percent per year.
Possibly more indicative than rankings are the “real” signs of competitiveness: Austria
has a stable current account surplus, has managed to stabilize employment and keep
unemployment low, and has also significantly increased foreign investments. Further
competitive factors include the high intensity of research in Austria.
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As in almost all European countries (and in quite a number of non-European countries),
the focus of attention in Austria is on how to achieve sustainable government budgets.
The debt ratio in Austria is 74.1 percent (2012) of economic output and therefore around
15 percentage points lower than the Eurozone average. This translates into extremely
low interest rates for Austrian debt. Nonetheless, the objective is to lower debt by
containing the core cost drivers (pensions, healthcare, subsidies, and railways); at the
same time, specific forward-looking areas (education, research, start-ups) are to be
supported with more funding from the government budget.
Austria ranges in the top brackets in respect of income taxes; however corporate
taxation in Austria is relatively attractive by European comparison (and also versus
Germany), but Austria still feels the pressure from the lower corporate taxes in all CEE
states that are part of the European Union. The challenge for the coming years is to
balance the budgetary requirements without having to raise taxes which would
endanger Austria’s position in tax competition.

Austrian Central Bank: Stable banks
A discussion at Oesterreichische Nationalbank (Central Bank) focused on the situation of
Austria’s banks and the sector’s strong commitment in CEE countries. OeNB President
Claus J. Raidl presided over a presentation by the Central Bank’s Chief Economist, Doris
Ritzberger-Grünwald, who explained the situation of the banking sector.
One
of
Oesterreichische
Nationalbank’s
important domestic tasks is the role it plays as
the supervisory body for the country’s banking
sector. Unlike matters relating to monetary
policy, in which OeNB is part of the European
System of Central Banks (ESCB) and of the euro
system, it enjoys autonomy in its role as banking
supervisor.
In the 1980s, the Austrian banking market was
characterized
by
“overbanking”.
As
a
consequence, almost all banks expanded their
Claus J. Raidl, spokesman of 21st Austria,
activities into CEE countries after the fall of the
presenting Austria‘s strong fundamentals
Iron Curtain to escape margin pressures in
Austria. This move was reasonable at the time, because a historic and geographic
closeness to these markets existed, and at the same time, made it possible for them to
support their Austrian customers in their expansion plans into Eastern Europe.

“The strong presence in these markets is still a sound strategy today, as the countries of
Eastern and Southeast Europe have the best long-term growth prospects in Europe,”
Doris Ritzberger-Grünwald, Chief Economist OeNB
Through the internationalization of Austria’s banking sector, foreign exposures play a
significant role on the balance sheets of Austria’s banks. This is not at all unusual for
countries with highly developed banking sectors: Foreign exposures in percentage of
economic output are, for example, in Great Britain or the Netherlands around half as
high as in Austria, while in France and Spain they are around the same as in Austria. Also
German, Swedish and Danish banks have foreign exposures, which – in relation to
economic output – are only slightly lower than the corresponding values for Austria’s banks.
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In the years 2008/09, a certain degree of anxiety arose over the fact that Austrian banks
had foreign exposures that were highly concentrated in CEE countries. However, this
analysis failed to note that the CEE region is by no means homogeneous and it includes
stable growth countries (e.g. Poland) as well as countries with strong underperformance
(e.g. Hungary). Oesterreichische Nationalbank produces regular analyses on the
geographic distribution of the exposures and arrived at the conclusion that the structure
is well diversified. Austrian banks have moreover made greater efforts in the past years
to refinance their assets locally. This creates a balanced risk distribution within a bank
which further increases overall stability.

Andritz: Global leader in the “old economy”
Many Austrian enterprises with a long history have succeeded in becoming world leaders
in their business areas in the past two to three decades. Stefan Schantl, responsible for
Investor Relations, presented the success story of the Andritz Group.
Andritz is 150 years old. During this time, it has been on the brink of collapse several
times, last in the 1980s. After massive restructuring and downsizing, the company is
now specialized in niche markets and products, and invests heavily in research and
development and in acquiring complementary business divisions.
An IPO and capital increases a decade ago laid a solid financial foundation that enabled
Andritz to pursue its growth strategy. Since its secondary offering in 2003, Andritz has
achieved an annual growth rate of 17 percent half through organic growth and the
other by way of numerous acquisitions.
The goal of the acquisitions was to achieve market leadership in its four main business
divisions, and if possible, to expand and become a supplier for the entire line of products
and services. The business divisions are hydro (construction and renovation of
hydropower turbines), pulp & paper (production of cellulose and paper machinery),
metals (machines for the metal-working industry) and separation (machines and plants
for the separation of solids and liquids). Throughout this growth period, the company
was able to steadily improve earnings. Despite high dividend distributions, the company
has secured a high capital adequacy ratio.
Some 40 percent of revenues are generated in Europe. At the same time, almost 40
percent of revenues are generated in business units in emerging markets (around one
fourth from China).
The interaction between leading enterprises and SMEs in Austria shows that around
one third of the leading companies hold a global market share of 10 percent in their
core business areas. The segments in which the leading companies are strong are
mainly vehicles and machinery. The “old economy” but from a “high tech” perspective.
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AT&S: “We can’t compete in mass production”
For political and historic reasons, a large share of industry in Austria was state-owned.
The retreat of the state from industrial activities began in the 1980s and was a driver for
the improvement and strengthening of the industrial structure in Austria.
Around 1970, 20 percent of industrial workers in Austria were employed by state-owned
enterprises – more than in any other OECD country. Starting with the partial public
offering of today’s OMV in 1987, a phase of retreat of the state from state-owned
enterprises followed.
The process of privatization, mostly carried out through public offerings, helped to
strengthen the Austrian capital market. Privatized companies were successful to varying
degrees, but overall the privatization in Austria was viewed as great achievement with
far-reaching positive consequences for the economic structure of the country.
AT&S is a company that emerged from several
state-owned printed circuit board manufacturers
sold to a consortium of private bidder in mid1990. The new owners quickly recognized that
they could not compete in the commodity
printed circuit board market with European
production costs and so evolved the company
into one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
high-end printed circuit boards.
CEO Andreas Gerstenmayer and Chief Strategist
Martin Theyer explained how AT&S became
Post CEO Georg Pölzl (on the right in
technology leader in the high end market. High
the picture) talking to participants
quality
printed circuit board technology is
especially crucial in the area of mobile devices –
and this is where AT&S sought market share. This industry is characterized by high
earnings potential, but also by cyclical demand and a high dependence on the market
success or failure of individual product innovations of customers. Much more stable
was the development of business in the area of industry & automotive.
AT&S has capitalised on the trend of integrating industrial products into communications
technology. The strong focus on the Asian market is due to the fact that AT&S’ customers
are largely in Asia; the sustained growth of the company would not have been possible
without a presence in Asia.
Apart from locations in Austria, AT&S has production sites in China, Korea and India.
Jointly with Intel, AT&S is developing the new business area IC-Substrate at a new site in
China (Chongqing): a new technology that will make printed circuit board manufacturers
even smaller and more powerful. The production requires highly sophisticated
technology which makes entry barriers high and results in fewer competitors.
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voestalpine: From a steel company to a technology innovator
The talk with voestalpine CEO Wolfgang Eder and Franz Kainersdorfer, Head of the Metal
Engineering Division made the company’s strategy clear: voestalpine is focused on
innovation, technology and quality.
In around ten years, voestalpine has increased research spending by more than
threefold and in 2012 the volume was EUR 140 million or almost three per cent of the
added value of the company.
Research is usually carried out jointly with customers to develop customized solutions.
Solutions are often found with materials that have little to do with the history of
voestalpine as a steel company: aluminium, titan and magnesium.
At the focus of voestalpine’s R&D activities is the development of new materials,
corrosion primers and processing technologies as well as new methods to combine
steel with other materials. Over 40 percent of revenues are earned in the high technology
Mobility division (automotive industry, railways, air), which demands low weight but
high tensile strength and stability. 20 percent are earned in the Energy division (deep
sea pipelines and turbines). Thanks to on-going innovations, voestalpine is a world
leader in the high-end product segments such as railroad switch technology, tool steel,
special steel sections and special tubes.

“Research and development are the keys to our success.”
Wolfgang Eder, CEO voestalpine
voestalpine’s strong R&D focus is common across Austria’s entire economic sector. The
research ratio in Austria (R&D development at a percentage of GDP) has risen from 1.9
percent in 2000 to 2.8 percent. Putting it at the same level as Germany and only
surpassed by Finland, Sweden and Denmark. Austrian companies have succeeded in
strengthening their market positions and gaining market shares based on innovative
products and production processes.
voestalpine is aiming for global leadership in its core business area. To achieve this, the
company will have to supplement sales revenues still earned mainly in Europe by
shifting the focus to markets outside of Europe. The company is represented in around
60 countries but the share of revenues from outside of Europe is currently one quarter.
The goal for 2020 is a 50/50 balance of revenues between European and non-European
markets.
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Program
Tuesday, October 29th
07:30 pm

Welcome and Informal Dinner at Uniqa with CFO Hannes Bogner

Wednesday, October 30th
08:00 am

Breakfast at Raiffeisen Bank International with CEO Karl Sevelda,
senior advisor Herbert Stepic and Valentin Hofstätter,
Head of Bond Market/Currency Research

10:00 am

Site visit to OMV with CEO Gerhard Roiss

12:30 pm

Participation in the Pioneers Festival, Europe’s largest
hi-tech-startup conference, hosted by CEO Andreas Tschas

01:30 pm

Lunch with Christine Kowald and Wolfgang Nolz,
Finance Ministry of Austria

04:00 pm

Roundtable Meeting with Doris Ritzberger-Grünwald,
Central Bank of Austria and ECB Governing Council member

06:30 pm

Visit of the exhibition “Matisse & the Fauves”, Albertina

08:00 pm

Dinner at Do&Co Albertina

Thursday, October 31th
09:00 am

Visit of Andritz (Graz)

11:30 pm

Visit to AT&S (Leoben) including lunch with CEO
Andreas Gerstenmayer

02:30 pm

Site visit to voestalpine (Donawitz) with CEO Wolfgang Eder and
Franz Kainersdorfer, Head of the Metal Engineering Division

Participants (in alphabetical order):
 Burton Charles, Executive Director, Oxford Economics
 Cox Rob, Global Editor, Reuters BreakingViews
 Cutmore Geoff, Anchor, CNBC Squawk Box Europe
 Green Michael, CNBC Europe
 Hoyer Corinna, Business Leader Eastern European region, Oxford Economics
 Karnitschnig Matthew, Germany Bureau Chief, Wall Street Journal
 Mackenzie Tom, Producer & Journalist, CNBC Europe
 Oosting Dick, CEO, European Council on Foreign Relations
 Sarkar Rana, National Director, High Growth Markets, KPMG Canada

Senior Fellow & Co-Chairman of the Board for the Munk School of Global
Affairs,University of Toronto
 Stirling Craig, Western Europe Economy Team Leader, Bloomberg News
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